Abstract
A. INTRODUCTION
Humans desperately need the law as a set of rules of social life that are agreed and obeyed together. The law can not be separated from its obligation to change in order to follow the development of human civilization. Unfortunately the development of law is always left behind from the development of human perempt itself, 1 however, at least the law will always follow the changes that take place in society (except the permanent law established by Allah S.W.T will never change except by His permission).
Law as a system, namely the substance of law, the structure of law and the culture of law, 2 often can not entirely follow the changes of society, especially since the phenomenal period of reform in Indonesia.
As revealed by Satjipto Rahardjo that the law is not in a vacuum or a vacuum, but it is in society ". Furthermore he said that the law in relation to the sense of community justice, the law is considered as a means of channeling for all the difficulties faced by society. come down into society to become a savior of society's difficulties, the law should not be a mere ivory tower or side with a particular group ". 3 The amendment of the 1945 Constitution especially after the fourth amendment reinforces the concept of a state law and puts it in Article 1 paragraph (3) of the 1945 Constitution of the Republic of Indonesia reads: "The State of Indonesia is a state of law". State law in question is a country that puts the law as commander in regulating the life of Indonesian society.
Referring to the concept of the legal state put forward by M.C. Burkens, there are four elements of the legal state (rechtsstaat), namely the principle of legality, power sharing, basic rights (grondrechten) is the objective of government protection against the people and at the same time limits the power of legislators, as well as court supervision for the people available channels through free trials to test the legitimacy of government action "rechtmatigeheidstoetsing".
4
In connection with the change of the concept of a legal state as embodied in the provision of Article 1 Paragraph (3) of the 1945 Constitution of the Republic of Indonesia, there is an interesting issue for a deeper review, especially concerning the changing of the concept of a legal state as contained in the Elucidation of the 1945 Constitution amendment, namely: "The state of Indonesia is based on law (rechtsstaat), not based on mere power (machtstaat)". While the provisions in Article 1 paragraph (3) of the 1945 Constitution of the fourth amendment, which reads: "The State of Indonesia is a state of law".
The application of the legality principle adopted in Indonesia is no longer an absolute character, as it implicitly recognizes other than written law (law) as well as the recognition of the unwritten law in society. If seeking the constitutional basis of the principle of legality in the 1945 Constitution of NRI as Article 1 paragraph (3) that: "the State of Indonesia is a state of law" there is no framework of the concept of legal state rechtsstaat or the concept of rule of law law that we use , it means that in the absence of frills the word rechtsstaat is a thing done intentionally, with the aim of giving a wide place on the fulfillment of sense of justice (the rule of law). This means that for the sake of justice, it should be an unfair, dishonorable or inappropriate behavior in society so that it can be formally punished, but there is no written law that prohibits it.
5 So, how does the change in the concept of Indonesian legal state as defined by In Indonesia, before the 1945 Constitution was amended, the conception of a legal state adopted was rechtsstaat and after the third amendment adopted on 10 November 2001, the term rechtsstaat was no longer listed, but only mentioned, "The State of Indonesia is a state of law". Theoretically, the conception of the legal state embraced by Indonesia is not from a formal dimension, but in a material sense or commonly used in the terminology of the welfare state or welfare state. Therefore, the goal to be achieved by the state of Indonesia is the realization of a just and prosperous society both spiritual and material based on Pancasila, so it is also called a legal state that has independent characteristics, namely the State of Law based on Pancasila. was no longer listed, but merely mentioned, "Indonesia is a state of law". Theoretically, the conception of the legal state embraced by Indonesia is not from a formal dimension, but in a material sense or commonly used in the terminology of the welfare state or welfare state. Therefore, the goal to be achieved by the state of Indonesia is the realization of a just and prosperous society both spiritual and material based on Pancasila, so it is also called a legal state that has independent characteristics, namely the legal state based on Pancasila.
8
With the removal of the term "rechtsstaat" in Article 1 number (3) of the 1945 Constitution of the Republic of Indonesia, it affirms that the conception of a legal state embraced by Indonesia is a legal concept of a material or a concept of a legal state in a broad sense, legal certainty but more prioritize the legal certainty to obtain justice which at the same time opens the opportunity to apply in the court (criminal) of unwritten law or living law.
9
Further Moh. Mahfud MD, said that by neutralizing him as a state of law that once seemed to embrace rechtsstaat, our legal politics about the conception of the law state embraces the good elements of rechtsstaat and the rule of law, even other legal systems at once. In the past, the concept of a state law was affirmed in the Elucidation of the Constitution with the phrase "Indonesia is a state based on law (rechtsstaat) ...", but now the Elucidation of the Constitution has been invalid and the statutes of the constitutional state are cast into the constitution transferred into Article 1 paragraph (3) with a neutral sentence, that is, "the State of Indonesia is a state of law". must constantly be addressed to achieve the real Indonesia. For example, consider the extent to which harmonization of customary law and national law relations in the process of developing an Indonesian law state.
11
We all must recognize that the ideals of Indonesian law are derived from Pancasila which is a philosophical-gronslag and common platform as the basis of the state. Therefore, the activities of law-making institutions should be voiced on the common platform values that are full of culture, values that live in the community or local wisdom attached to them. Even in the legal system of Pancasila, the established state of law must be able to harmoniously integrate elements of rechtsstaat (legal certainty) and the rule of law (substantial justice).
12
The regulation on the state law in the 1945 Constitution of the Republic of Indonesia is placed through Article 1 paragraph (3), which determines that the State of Indonesia is a state of law. There are at least two substantial understandable meanings of the transfer of this provision from those previously placed in the "Explanatory" section of the 1945 Constitution before the amendment, then placed in the "Articles" section of the 1945 Constitution of the Republic of Indonesia.
It can be concluded that the interpretation of the splits of the articles into the 1945 Constitution of the Republic of Indonesia relating to the concept of the legal state of Indonesia, namely:
The first is that the transfer of the provisions concerning the rule of law into the "Articles" section indicates an effort to affirm the concept of a legal state for Indonesia. With the transfer referred to in the "Articles" section, it is expected that the binding power of the rule of law for Indonesia will be stronger. Second, the transfer can also be interpreted as an attempt to reaffirm that the Indonesian nation will seriously base all life activities of the nation and state on the existing legal provisions.
2. Implications of such changes to the legality principle in the Indonesian criminal law system; The principle of legality as defined in the constitutional law of each country's constitution or constitution is one of the fundamental principles that must be maintained for the sake of legal certainty. The meaning of the principle of legality must be interpreted wisely in the framework of law enforcement and justice. When viewed from the situation and condition of the birth of legality, the principle is to protect the interests of the individual as the main characteristic of criminal law according to the classical school. The application of the principle of legality varies from country to country, depending on whether the system of government in the country is democratic or tyrannical. Variations also depend on the legal family it embraces.
According to Moeljatno, the principle of legality, the decisive principle, that "no action is prohibited and threatened with crime if not determined in advance in legislation". Usually this is known in Latin as nullum delictum nulla poena sine praevia lege (no offense, no criminal without rules first).
13 According Wirjono Prodjodikoro, Latin which reads: nullumdelictum, nulla puna sine praevia lege punali, defined "no crime, no criminal penalty without penal law first". offense is prohibited to use analogy". This means that the Indonesian criminal law is based on the legality principle reinforced by the prohibition of using analogy interpretation.
15
Nevertheless, the principle of legality can be set aside by enacting living law. In the 1945 Constitution the second amendment result, in the provisions of Article 18B paragraph (2) shall be regulated in a limitative manner, that: "The State recognizes and respects the units of indigenous and tribal peoples as long as they are alive and in accordance with the development of society and principles Unitary State of the Republic of Indonesia as governed by law ". Then this is reinforced also by the provision of Article 1 Paragraph (3) of the 1945 Constitution of 1945 of the third amendment which implies the recognition of the unwritten law in the legal sense living in the community.
The principle of material legality in its application in Indonesia has a legal basis, namely Article 5 paragraph (3) sub b Emergency Law no. 1 of 1951 and subsequently responded in Article 2 paragraph (1) of the 2015 Criminal Code which respects the laws that live in society. The principle of material legality indicates that before there is a written or written legislation or legislation, the unwritten law that lives in society, whereas in retroactive principle it emphasizes the application of written law which is applied to the act or crime which occurred before the written law came into being. In fact, in the concept of the principle of legality has shifted, not only determined formally (written law) but also determined materially (unwritten law). This is evidenced by the change of the concept of Indonesian legal state as set forth in Article 1 paragraph (3) of the 1945 Constitution of the Republic of Indonesia amendment results. 15 Interpretation of the analogy means to give an interpretation of a rule of law by giving (kiyas) to the words in accordance with its legal principle, so that a real event can not be entered, then considered in accordance with the sound of the rule. For example: "connect" the flow of electricity is considered the same as "take" the flow of electricity. http://rezarizkyfarza.blogspot.co.id/2013/ 05 / interpretation-hukum.html accessed November 14, 2015, at 4.52 pm. Based on the recognition of the formal and material legality principle, what is categorized as an offense is not only unlawful acts / contrary to the law, but must also be contrary to the unwritten law. In the case of the determination of a crime in Article 12 paragraph (2) If previously the law in Indonesia is absolute sourced to the written law (written law), then since the inclusion of the phrase "the State of Indonesia is a legal state" nofrills word "rechtsstaat" in Article 1 paragraph (3) NRI 1945 Constitution, then it means that Indonesian law other than sourced to the written law (written law) is also sourced to the unwritten law (laws that live in society).
RECONSTRUCTION OF PRINCIPLES OF LEGALITY IN CRIMINAL LAW BASED ON JUSTICE VALUE OF PANCASILA
Reconstruction of the value compiled by the author, namely: the legal principle of a flexible, progressive and resfonsive modern legal state. Thus, the principle of legality in the Pancasila legal state is the principle of legality which is a combination of the principle of legal legality that prioritizes the value of legal certainty and the principle of material legality that recognizes the living law in society, namely the application of pluralistic religious and customary law in fulfilling the values of justice and benefit based on Pancasila justice values. The reconsideration of the proposed value, namely: "The principle of Indonesian legality follows the law which comes from written law (law) and unwritten law (living law in society) based on Pancasila justice values". Thus, any legal product under the Constitution must conform and be interpreted in accordance with the mandate of the constitution as stipulated in Article 1 paragraph (3) of the 1945 Constitution of the Republic of Indonesia. This means that in the positive legal system of Indonesia must be in one unity of the legal system integral, one color one pattern in upholding the law which is based on Pancasila based justice values.
The principle of legality adopted in Indonesia has its own distinctive characteristic that is not the same and owned by other nations, because it is sourced and rooted from the culture and values that exist and live in the community of Indonesia, which is based on religious law for each adherents and pluralistic customary law. The reconstruction of the legal principle of legality that can be advanced is: "Legal principle originating from written law (law) and unwritten law (pluralistic religious law and custom law) based on Pancasila justice value".
C. CONCLUSION
After the third amendment of the 1945 Constitution, the term rechtsstaat is no longer included, but only states: "The state of Indonesia is a state of law". In a theoretical way, the conception of the legal state embraced by Indo-nesia is not only from the formal dimension but also in the material sense or commonly used in the terminology of the welfare state or welfare state. Therefore, the goal to be achieved by the state of Indonesia is the realization of a just and prosperous society both spiritual and material based on Pancasila, so it is also called a legal state that has independent characteristics, namely the legal state based on Pancasila. The removal of the word rechtsstaat in Article 1 paragraph (3) of the 1945 Constitution of the Republic of Indonesia, it is increasingly asserted, that the conception of the legal state that is embraced by Indonesia is the concept of a legal state material or the concept of a state law in the broad sense, meaning not rely solely legal certainty but also prioritizes legal certainty for obtaining justice which also opens the opportunity for application in the court (punishment) of unwritten law or law living in society (religious law and customary law). The interpretation of Article 1 Paragraph (3) of the 1945 Constitution after the amendment, that Indonesia as a constitutional state derived from written law and unwritten law (living and growing law in a society consisting of religious law and customary law) the value of Pancasila justice;
Implementation of law enforcement in criminal justice so far tend to be done with rigid procedural. Reconstruction of the compiled values, ie the legal principle of a flexible, progressive and responsive modern legal state. Thus, the principle of legality in the Pancasila legal state is the principle of legality that is a combination of the principle of legal legality that prioritizes the value of legal certainty and the principle of material legality that recognizes the living law in society, namely the application of pluralistic religious and customary law in fulfilling the values of justice and benefit based on Pancasila justice values. The principle of legality embraced in Indonesia has its own distinctive characteristic that is not the same and owned by other nations, because it is sourced and rooted from the culture and values that exist and live in development in the people of Indonesia, which is based on religious law for each adherents and pluralistic customary law. The Government and Parliament need to amend Article 1 paragraph (1) and Article 1 paragraph (2) of the Criminal Code as harmonization or adjustment with the provisions of Article 1 paragraph (3) of the 1945 Constitution of the Republic of Indonesia; The legislature (the legislature and the government) should respect and adhere to the basic norms of Pancasila consistently in establishing / regulating legislation; It is expected that the regulatory body (DPR and the government) should always adhere to principles and be careful in formulating the articles by considering the legal values that grow and live in the community (customary and religious law); To all parties engaged in the field of law without exception to work in accordance with the profession and the field of science by not making statements or opinions that are not based on legitimate juridical norms and must legawa familiarize themselves to surrender the affairs to the people who are experts and have science of the affairs and always improve their knowledge and professionalism respectively. For legal practitioners in implementing Indonesian legislation, it is strived to be accompanied by exploring the values of living and developing in the people of Indonesia, which are values that come from religious law and customary law.
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